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Yes, that is a scoreboard; Aggies smash BYU

UTAH STATE’S 31-16 WIN OVER BYU was the first victory in football over the Cougars since the 1993 season. An estimated 6,600 USU students packed the stands to watch the upset, which was
shown nationally on ESPN2. Students stormed the field at the end of the game and hoisted quarterback Diondre Borel in celebration of the victory. BYU falls to 1-4 on the season – their worst start since the
1973 season – which was the second season under former head coach Lavell Edwards. See Page 5 for the full story. STERLING BOIN photos

Club gives children the tools to succeed Texts inform riders

of shuttle locations

By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

Due to the prevalence of illiteracy in
India, USU students have organized and
established a school in Sasaram, which now
educates 40 impoverished elementary students.
Casey Allred and Bushra Zaman are codirectors of Allred’s non-profit organization
Effect International, the driver of the project
to improve education in India. Sasaram is
Zaman’s home village, and she said the children there who do not learn English or go to
a private school have little to no chance of
succeeding.
They are currently working with Zaman’s
mother, who is the principal of the school,
Aakashdee, which means “light in the sky”
in Hindi.
“I want my people to progress,” said
Zaman, who recently received her doctorate’s degree in civil engineering. “Education
made a lot of difference to me. My mother
sent me to a good school, and if these kids
go to a good school they can do a lot in their
lives.”
On average, one worker’s daily wage is
a maximum of $4, the women working as
housemaids and the men as rickshaws, pedaling villagers around on bicycles, Zaman
said.
Allred said one-third of the world’s illiterate population live in India. The country
is densely overpopulated, with 84 million
people living in the school’s state, Bahar,
which is the size of Illinois, he said.
Effect International’s club, USU effect, is
also involved in this project and is lead by
Tyson Stevens, who said he is amazed by the
ability that people so young as college students could accomplish such a project.
Because of their inexperience with the
procedures and paperwork that accompany
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By CHELSEY GENSEL
copy editor

The total cost to build Aakashdeep
was $25,000, and it costs $9,000 per
year to maintain, Allred said. This
maintenance includes everything from
paying the teachers to utility bills. He
said one dollar in India goes a long
way.
A rented four-room building is

A new feature on the Aggie
Shuttle GPS tracking system
now allows students to receive
text alerts via cell phones,
informing them on the distance a bus is from a particular
stop, said Shuttle Supervisor
Alden Erickson.
In addition to the text message alerts, a mobile version
of aggiebus.com, which tracks
each bus on each route across
campus in real time, is now
available for smart phones.
“We’re continually trying to
make things more convenient
for our ridership,” Erickson
said.
“We’ve made great strides
this year to make it more reliable.”
Erickson said the buses
used to be tracked to the website using cell phones, a different phone for each bus, which
were operated by the bus drivers. Now, the GPS is hardwired
directly into each bus, making
the information more accurate
and timely.
The numbers for standard
text messaging are posted at
each bus stop. Each bus stop on
each route has a different number, so that a student can text
for that stop and find out how

- See INDIA, page 4

- See GPS, page 3

SASARAM CHILDREN attend their new school, Aakashdee, which was organized
entirely by USU students. Photo courtesy of Effect International

the creation of a school abroad, there
were many roadblocks they were forced
to deal with, Stevens said. He said it
was especially trying with five to six
people attending the club’s meetings
when it opened in the fall of 2009.
“Because we are so young, I believe
there will be a ton of other challenges
that will come in the future, but we
will not allow these things to stop us,”
Stevens said.

10/04/10
USU hockey sweeps
three Colorado teams in
three days.
Page 5

Aggie Blue
Bikes hosts
second
annual Bike
Week.

long until the bus will arrive at
that particular location.
The text message is routed
to a server which gathers the
information needed from the
GPS system already in the
buses and sends a response
within 20 seconds.
There are also large TV
monitors mounted in the south
end of the TSC across the hall
from the Quickstop and computer lab that show the buses
on a map. They also show an
automatic, airport-style scrolling list of arrival times for each
route. Erickson said he hopes
to eventually install monitors
at several more sites throughout campus.
“In winter it will be really
kind of cool, you want to stay
warm as long as you can,”
Erickson said.
There is a link to the site on
the USU homepage, or those
with data plans can access
the mobile site at aggiebus.
com/m. The Aggie Shuttle also
has a Twitter feed under the
username “aggiebus.” Aside
from bus locations and arrival
times, these media outlets will
also have information about
bike racks, alternate routes or
closures.

www.utahstatesman.com
Ballots are up for the photo
contest. One week to vote for
your favorite. Do it today.
www.utahstatesman.com
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman is
to correct any error made as soon as
possible. If you find something you
would like clarified or find unfair,
please contact the editor at 797-1762
or TSC 105.

Pilots missing from balloon festival

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP)
– Hundreds of balloonists in New
Mexico lifted off Saturday at dawn
amid a somber mood, opening the
Albuquerque International Balloon
Fiesta while search crews on the other
side of the globe scoured the seas for
two of the sport’s most acclaimed
pilots.
Richard Abruzzo of Albuquerque
and Carol Rymer Davis of Denver
Rutgers to hold vigil were participating in the 54th Gordon
Bennett Gas Balloon Race when confor suicide victim
tact was lost Wednesday morning
over the Adriatic Sea. Scuba divers
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. (AP)
joined in the search efforts Saturday,
– Rutgers University has planned a
but race organizers said the two
silent vigil to remember a student
who committed suicide after his sex- plunged toward the water at 50 mph
and likely didn’t survive.
ual encounter was secretly streamed
Kevin Knapp, a pilot and deputy
online.
director of the America’s Challenge
The tribute to 18-year-old freshgas balloon race scheduled to begin
man Tyler Clementi was to be held
Tuesday in Albuquerque, acknowlSunday night on the steps of Brower
edged the mood is more serious this
Commons, on the school’s College
year, but he said friends and colAvenue campus in New Brunswick.
Prosecutors say Clementi’s room- leagues of the pair are holding onto
any hope.
mate and another student used a
“To survive a descent like that is
webcam to broadcast on the Internet
live images of Clementi having an inti- challenging. I know people who have,
mate encounter with another man in I know people who haven’t, but all we
know now is that it was a fast descent.
his dormitory room.
We know they’re still missing, we
Clementi, a promising violinist,
know the search is still on and we
jumped off the George Washington
all still have hope,” said Knapp, who
Bridge into the Hudson River three
described the pair as mentors to many
days later. His body was identified
in the ballooning community.
Thursday.
The Italian Coast Guard said a
Rahm Emanuel to run group of eight divers equipped with

Nat’lBriefs

for mayor of Chicago

CHICAGO (AP) – Former White
House chief of staff Rahm Emanuel
announced Sunday that he’s preparing to run for mayor of Chicago, a
position it was widely known he has
long desired.
Emanuel made the announcement
in a video posted Sunday on his website, ChicagoforRahm.com. He had
been careful not to launch his candidacy from Washington and headed to
Chicago immediately after President
Barack Obama announced his resignation Friday.
In the video, Emanuel said he’s
launching a “Tell It Like It Is” listening tour of Chicago.
“As I prepare to run for mayor, I’m
going to spend the next few weeks visiting our neighborhoods – at grocery
stores, L stops, bowling alleys, and
hot dog stands,” Emanuel said.

Lawmakers turn
sights on wolves
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) – Two
decades after the federal government
spent a half-million dollars to study
the reintroduction of gray wolves to
the Northern Rockies, lawmakers say
it’s time for Congress to step in again
– this time to clamp down on the
endangered animals.
To do so, they are proposing to
bypass the Endangered Species Act
and lift protections, first enacted in
1974, for today’s booming wolf population.
Critics say the move would undercut one of the nation’s premiere
environmental laws and allow for the
unchecked killing of wolves across the
West.
But bitterness against the iconic
predator is flaring as livestock killings increase and some big game
herds dwindle.

LateNiteHumor
Top 10 Reasons To Be Excited It’s
October Friday, Oct. 1, 2010
10. Sales on rakes!
9. Stock market crashes of ‘29 and ‘87
occurred in October!
8. Opening of Facebook movie means
geeks have something to do on a
Friday night.
7. Only 38 days til Conan’s back.
6. Is there a big drinking celebration
called Novemberfest? I don’t think so!
5. Opportunity to celebrate birthday
of character actor/felon Randy Quaid.
4. Next October is just 12 months
away.
3. Letterman has jugglers!
2. Only a few weeks until we replace
weak Democratic Congress with
insane Republican Congress.
1. After this weekend, no more Mets
baseball.

Balloons inflate during the mass ascension at the Albuquerque International
Balloon Fiesta in Albuquerque, N.M. AP photo

underwater cameras searched in the
Adriatic on Saturday. But spokesman
Lt. Massimo Maccheroni said “hopes
of finding them alive after four days
at sea are close to zero.”
Maccheroni did not say when the
search would be called off, but said
“we are close to the limit.”
The fiesta draws hundreds of pilots
from around the world and more than
800,000 spectators each year.
Concern about the two could
be heard throughout the crowd on
Saturday in between sips of hot
chocolate and coffee and the cheers
that erupted each time one of the
colorful balloons lifted off. The news-

paper headlines in stands around
balloon fiesta park summed it up:
“Conflicting Emotions.”
Abruzzo’s wife, Nancy, said in a
statement that “we recognize that we
are looking for a needle in a haystack.”
But, she added, “we cannot rest until
we find something, anything.”
She said that no “physical evidence
from the balloon, the gondola, equipment or personal effects” had been
found.
Alan Zielinski, a pilot from
Chicago, said Abruzzo and Davis are
part of the “brotherhood” of balloonists and are personal friends with
many who are participating in the

fiesta.
“We’re all just hoping and praying,
each and every one of us, that we’re
going to get some good news,” he said.
“We’re watching very vigilantly.”
In the Gordon Bennett race, teams
compete to fly the farthest on a maximum of about 1,000 cubic meters
of gas. Abruzzo, 47, and Davis, 65,
won the 2004 edition of the Gordon
Bennett race and the 2003 America’s
Challenge gas race – one of Abruzzo’s
five victories in that race.
Most gas balloon racers – including Abruzzo and Davis – are hobbyists who spend thousands of dollars
on the adventure sport. Abruzzo
works in a prominent family business in Albuquerque that is involved
in real estate and operations of the
Sandia Peak tramway, Sandia Ski Area
and Ski Santa Fe. Davis is a radiologist who specializes in reading mammograms.
Rear Adm. Salvatore Giuffre, coordinating the search efforts in Bari,
said that at 8:15 a.m. Wednesday, “the
pilot said in English that they were
going down very fast toward the sea.”
“Those were the last words he
said,” Giuffre told APTN. “From then
on there has been no radar trace from
the board transponder.”
Since then, search and rescue
teams with the Italian coast guard,
the U.S. Navy and Croatian coastal
aircraft crews have been scouring the
Adriatic Sea.

NATO supply route hit in Pakistan
ISLAMABAD (AP) – Suspected militants
attacked and set fire to at least 20 tankers carrying
oil for NATO and U.S. troops in Afghanistan on
Monday, the third such strike inside Pakistan in as
many days, police said.
The attack not far from the capital Islamabad
took place on a supply line that has been stalled
because of a temporary border closing imposed by
Pakistani authorities to protest a NATO helicopter
attack that killed three Pakistan troops last week.
It will raise the stakes in the closure, which has
exacerbated tensions between Washington and
Islamabad but has been welcomed by Islamist
groups opposed to Pakistan’s support of the U.S.-led
war in Afghanistan.
Police officer Umer Hayat said three people were
killed and blamed Monday’s attack on “terrorists.”
The attackers opened fire on trucks that were
parked at a poorly guarded terminal before setting
them afire, he and other officers said.
The trucks were en route or waiting to travel
to the Torkham border crossing along the fabled
Khyber Pass, which is used to bring fuel, military
vehicles, spare parts, clothing and other nonlethal supplies for foreign troops in Afghanistan.

Pakistan’s other main route into landlocked
Afghanistan, in Chaman in the southwest, has
remained open.
While NATO and the United States have alternative supply routes into Afghanistan, the Pakistani
ones are the cheapest and most convenient. Most of
the coalition’s non-lethal supplies are transported
over Pakistani soil after being unloaded at docks in
Karachi, a port city in the south.
The convoys take several days to reach the border after setting off from Karachi and make frequent stops. They receive little or no protection outside the frontier region and are indistinguishable
from ordinary trucks and tankers that ply Pakistani
roads.
Attacks on convoys in Pakistan give militants
a propaganda victory, but coalition officials say
they do not result in shortages in Afghanistan.
Hundreds of trucks cross into Afghanistan each
day.
Some attacks are believed to be the work of
criminals, who can sell much of the vehicles, clothes
and other goods they carry. Officials have alleged
truck owners may be behind some of the incidents,
perhaps to claim insurance fraudulently.

Pakistani fire fighters struggle to extinguish
burning oil tankers after militants attacked a terminal
in Pakistan. AP photo

Earlier Sunday, Pakistan’s ambassador to the U.S.,
Husain Haqqani, said on CNN’s State of the Union
program that he did “not expect this blockade to
continue for too long.”
Asked whether the route could be opened within
the next week, he said “I think it will happen in less
than that duration.”
U.S. officials are also predicting the route will
not stay closed for long.

Landmarks working to prevent suicide
NEW YORK (AP) – Eighteen-yearold Tyler Clementi typed his intention
to millions on the Internet: “Jumping
off the gw bridge sorry.” His body
was found days later floating in the
Hudson River beneath the George
Washington Bridge.
Chef Joseph Cerniglia, a contestant
on the reality cooking show “Kitchen
Nightmares,” also jumped from the
iconic bridge in the past two weeks.
His restaurant was mired in debt,
though beginning to make a comeback.
In March, Yale University student
Cameron Dabaghi jumped from the
Empire State Building’s 86th-floor
observation deck. He had written a

note beforehand saying he was sorry
and would be jumping from either
the George Washington Bridge or the
totemic skyscraper.
Those who choose to end their
lives in public, dramatic fashion often
pick landmarks – from the George
Washington Bridge to the Golden
Gate Bridge.
Authorities are looking at how to
prevent the public deaths with everything from concrete barriers, suicide
hot line phones or safety nets.
In New York, few city landmarks
with the potential to become suicide
hot spots are as accessible as the
George Washington Bridge, which has
a pedestrian path and a low railing.

The Empire State Building has a
10-foot-high safety fence and an abundance of security guards, but more
than 30 people have leaped from it to
their deaths since it opened in 1931.
The Brooklyn Bridge, which also has
seen fatal jumps this year, has a pedestrian walkway, but it hangs over lanes
of traffic rather than water.
New York City police responded
to over 640 reports of people either
jumping or threatening to jump from
buildings or bridges as of Aug. 31,
NYPD spokesman Paul Browne said
– a 27 percent increase over the same
period last year.
Dr. John Draper, project director
of the National Suicide Prevention

Hot Line in New York, says a simple
concrete barrier is a much better
suicide deterrent on a bridge than a
telephone.
The Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey would not release
information on the number of
people who have jumped from the
span, saying it’s impossible to determine the exact count.
Psychologists who study suicide say
the landmarks can become attractive
ways out for emotionally disturbed
people wanting to die.
By conservative estimates, 1,300
people have jumped to their deaths
from the Golden Gate Bridge since it
opened in 1937.

Explosion injures 15 in northern Mexico

MONTERREY, Mexico (AP) – An explosion at
a plaza in northeastern Mexico injured 15 people,
an attack authorities blamed Sunday on drug
cartels targeting the civilian population to cause
chaos.
Police believe the attackers threw a grenade
Saturday night at the main square in the town of
Guadalupe, but were still trying to confirm the
type of explosive, said Adrian de la Garza, the
director of the investigations agency of Nuevo
Leon, where the town is located.
Six children were among the injured, said
Francisco Gonzalez, the state deputy health director. He said the injuries were not life-threatening,
and most of the victims had returned home from
the hospital.
It was the fourth such attack in two days in the
area around the city of Monterrey.
On Friday night, three separate grenade attacks
happened: near the federal courts, outside a pris-

on and near the U.S. Consulate in Monterrey.
A security guard was injured in the attack at
the courts.
Nuevo Leon Attorney General Alejandro
Garza y Garza said they may be revenge for
recent operations against drug traffickers.
“We believe this might have been an attack
against the civilian population. They are trying to create chaos and anxiety in the population,” Garza y Garza said.
Soldiers arrested eight suspected Zetas
members in Guadalupe early Sunday,
although the operation appeared unrelated to
the attack on the plaza.
The soldiers were patrolling the town
when they saw three cars brake suddenly
and try to reverse and flee, according to the
Defense Department statement. Soldiers
POLICE TAPE ENCLOSES the area where a grenade
arrested eight people and found eight rifles was detonated in Guadalupe, Mexico, late Saturday night. AP
and ammunition in the cars.
photo
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UPR broadens range of listeners
By DAN SMITH
staff writer

Utah Public Radio, and its student-run Aggie Radio, will now be
heard in more areas in Utah than
ever before, UPR Program Director
Tom Williams said UPR “unofficially” began its expanded broadcast
from its new, full-power transmitter
in Vernal, Utah on Friday, Sept. 24,
“It’s really a big deal because
Utah Public Radio covers more
areas in Utah than any other station,” said UPR News Director
Kerry Bringhurst.
The new transmitter tower cost
about $80,000 to complete, UPR
Interim General Manager Nora
Zambreno said. Financial backing
came from federal grant funding
through the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB), which will
fund similar upgrades planned for
Richfield and Moab.
These changes came about due
to the federal mandate for television and radio broadcasting institutions to upgrade to digital, she said.
UPR upgraded to digital in Cache
Valley a little over two years ago.
“The most important thing, I
think, to our listeners is we are now
more permanent,” Williams said.
“We are no longer a translator or a
repeater, we are a station; we are a
permanent fixture.”
The opportunity to expand to
a permanent, full-power service
first came about three years ago
when the Federal Communications
Commission opened up a filing
window, UPR Broadcast Engineer
Friend Weller said. Translators help
carry a radio signal to an area that
cannot receive broadcast from the
original transmitter.

TOM WILLIAMS, UPR’s program director and Friend Weller, UPR’s chief engineer are on air, while Bryan Eart, director
of development, works in the background. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo

The problem with translators is
that they can be “bumped,” which
means a station broadcasting a
full-power signal takes precedence,
Weller said.
The FCC has a designated noncommercial educational frequency
(NCEFM) which is set aside for
religious, community, college and
university broadcasters, he said.
UPR applied for these in Vernal,
Richfield and Moab.
“We can expect good, solid
coverage in Vernal,” Weller said.
“We’ve actually been surprised with
how good the coverage is that we’re
getting.”
The new Richfield signal, after
it’s completed, will make broadcasts
available to listeners in Manti,

Ephraim and the Snow College area.
Weller said UPR has never been
available in those areas before.
It is important for UPR to keep
up with technological changes,
especially because of all the various
forms of media available, Zambreno
said. There are potentially 42,000
statewide listeners estimated weekly, and they can hear three different
streams of broadcasting from UPR
through digital radio.
UPR can be heard on 88.5 FM
with traditional analog radios,
Williams said. Listeners with digital radios can access the HD1, HD2,
and HD3 (Aggie Radio) signals,
which are also available online.
“I think our focus as a public
radio station is first to get the best
programming, and to get as many

options out to the listening audience,” Zambreno said. “Anyone can
listen on the new KUSK frequency.”
Students attending the Utah
State regional campus, in Vernal,
can now get a feel for campus life in
Logan by listening to Aggie Radio,
Bringhurst said. The students interested in transferring to the main
campus, can now hear what their
peers are listening to.
UPR airs some syndicated shows
produced by National Public Radio
(NPR) and BBC, but its signature
show is “Access Utah,” Zambreno
said. “Access Utah” is a call-in show
which is broadcast on weekdays
from 9-10 a.m. The show usually

- See REGIONAL, page 4

USU research
battles bullies
By ADRIANNA REES
staff writer

NATALIE CHENEY looks at her smart phone to check what time the next bus will
arrive. JOSHUA BUTTS photo illustration

GPS: System alerts via text message
-continued from page 1
Both the original system and subsequent
improvements were designed by USU alumnus Justin Rees, who now owns the company Ride Systems. Rees originally came
up with the idea as part of a senior project
for his major in Management Information
Systems (MIS).
He said he has always liked to find ways
to improve efficiency, and loves to use
technology to accomplish his goals. In this
case, he said, the end goal was to provide
students with a way to know where their
bus is, all the time.
“The student body is eager for real-time
information, as real-time as we can give it to
them,” Rees said.
Rees worked as a bus driver during his
time at USU, and worked with Erickson to
implement the idea. Now, it is used in more
than a dozen universities across the country, from the University of Utah and Boise
State to schools in Washington, D.C. and
Pennsylvania.
He said the system started out simply, using cell phones to track the buses,
because GPS equipment is expensive and
the tracking and integration with mobile
devices and the monitors involves more
complex programming. Erickson said the
GPS units currently in use are low-cost but
high-value and offer functionality without
being too expensive. Apart from the inter-

active features for students and other riders,
the GPS system also allows the bus drivers
and administrators track ridership, maintenance and repair records, inspections and
operation.
“We’re trying our best to be on the cutting edge of everything with our limited
resources,” Erickson said.
Rees said students should understand
that they have one of the most cutting-edge
systems in the country, and are “ahead of
the curve” for universities of a comparable
size.
“It’s a very cool system,” Erickson said.
“It’s mainly for the campus community and
students’ access.”
Rees said Erickson should be commended for “forward-thinking” and taking
the initiative to find ways to make riding
the bus more convenient.
Other changes coming to the Aggie
Shuttle system include bike racks on all of
the buses by next semester and two new
buses which will have forward-facing seats,
seatbelts and storage underneath the bus,
Erickson said. He said the new buses will
initially be used for charters, but may see
time on regular campus routes as substitutes.
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU Assistant Professor Scott
Ross, who works in the special
education and rehabilitation
department, will be awarded
the first-ever National Ted Carr
Initial Researcher Award from
the Association of Positive
Behavior Support in March of
2011.
The reception of this award
was the result of fieldwork and
data analysis conducted on bully
prevention by Ross and his team
of researchers, and its implications will reform the way that
teachers and students deal with
bullies, Ross said.
Named for the late Dr. Edward
Carr, whose studies on autism
treatment and positive behavior support are internationally
renowned, the award honors
researchers and their efforts
to prevent bad behavior in the
school. Nominees were first
selected for the award and a
committee of five prominent
researchers then judged their
work using criteria based on
collected data, publications in
scholarly journals, and the results
of research.
Robert Horner, Ross’s dissertation advisor on the bullying
project and the man who nominated him for the award, said,
“Dr. Ross’ bully prevention program builds on the work of Ted
Carr, and as such it is very fitting
that Dr. Ross receive this award.”
After experiencing highly
resourceful anti-bully programs
in a clinical setting and programs
lacking the money to focus on
individuals during his teaching
career, Ross returned to graduate
school to find and provide an
intervention. It led to many years
of research and, eventually, a successful solution.
“Five or six years ago we started developing this new approach
to bully prevention,” Ross said.
“We did this program across
three elementary schools where
the principals nominated the two
toughest kids from their school.
We had data collectors out
during recess from September

through February, and they
watched for teasing.”
During observation, Ross’s
team noted that any form of
harassment by the subjects
happened, on average, three
times every ten minutes, and
90 percent of the time bullying
occurred, someone else was
there, either laughing, arguing
with the bully, or simply watching and doing nothing about the
incident. All of these forms of
attention only serve to encourage
bad behavior, he said. That attention became the variable Ross
aimed to eliminate.
The research that Ross’s team
conducted provides a simple
and yet dynamic way of removing harassment and bullying
from school, Ross said. Rather
than focusing on punishing the
abuser or protecting the victim,
Ross’s findings show that the
most effective way to end schoolwide harassment is to target the
bystanders who are giving bullies
their attention, thus removing
the “pay-off” following any incident of bullying.
The intervention program
Ross’s team created to target that
attention involves a three-step
response process where students
tell the bully to stop, walk away
if the harassment continues, and
talk to a responsible adult if it
still continues.
Ross’s research led to the
development of a three-tiered
method of intervention where
bullying can be dealt with
individually. According to his
research, 80 percent of students
fall into a primary prevention
level, which incorporates “stop,
walk, and talk” and encourages
respectful behavior. Students
who fall in the second category
are considered “at risk” children,
and are given peer support and
targeted social skills instruction
to keep them from exercising
bad behavior. The goal of the
secondary prevention program
is to keep children from entering
the tertiary prevention program,
which deals with very aggressive
behavior at a more personal level.

- See ROSS, page 4

Briefs
Campus & Community

USU Diversity Awards
open for nominations
Nominations for the Utah State
University’s 17th Annual Diversity
Awards are being accepted to honor
individuals who have furthered the
principles of affirmative action, equal
opportunity and diversity. Honors
will be awarded in five categories: student, faculty, administrator, staff and
a community member.
A nomination letter, two pages
or less, must address the six criteria
to be considered for the award: individuals who have modeled behavior
that promotes diversity; nourished
acceptance of individual differences;
strived to enhance academic, employment or community relations among
people who are different; integrated
diversity concepts and values into
academic curriculum, management
or community service; developed
methods for increasing and valuing
diversity among students, faculty,
staff or local businesses and associations; maximized opportunities to
achieve diversity. Nominees cannot
have received the award in the past
five years.
Nomination letters must be
received by 5 p.m. Wednesday,
Oct. 27, and can be submitted
by letter, fax, e-mail or in person
in the Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Office on campus, 9535
Old Main Hill in the Military Science
Building, Room 118.

Lacrosse invites
new members
The USU lacrosse club team
will hold a blue vs. white team
scrimmage that is open to anyone
interested in joining. The game will
be held Oct. 8 at 4:30 p.m. on the
HPER Field.
Students are invited to experience USU lacrosse, but are required
to wear full pads, which include
a helmet, elbow pads and gloves.
Contact the coach, Dave Mercer, if
you are interested or have questions
at dandtmercer@yahoo.com.

Text alerts to create
campus awareness
USU Emergency Management
will conduct a ‘Code Blue’ USU
Emergency Alert System test
Thursday, Oct. 7, at 9 a.m. The test
notification will come from the telephone number 435-797-7622.
All USU students, faculty and
staff are asked to sign up to receive
critical emergency information
from the USU Code Blue Emergency
Alert System. To sign up, log on to
the USU Access website and select
“Personal Information” and “View/
Update Emergency Alert Phone
Numbers.”
The web page contains a place
to enter up to five voice and text
message numbers where the emergency alert may be sent. It also
contains a “Helpful Hints” section.
Those already signed up with the
Emergency Management System do
not need to re-register.
Those with cell phones who
receive emergency alerts from the
USU system should program the
telephone number 435-797-7622
into their phone and label “USU
Code Blue Emergency Alert.”
Everyone involved are asked to
share the test date and time with
the individuals whose telephone
numbers were entered upon signing
up for the system (parents, spouses,
roommates, etc.).

-Compiled from staff
and media reports

Don’t miss out on this year’s USU
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Employee Flu Shot Clinic Department head accepts job in Washington
Thursday, Oct. 7, 2010 TSC Ballroom
8:30 am-4:00 pm
Free Flu Shots for benefited
employees & eligible dependents or
$25 for non-benefit eligible employees.

Co-sponsored USU Wellness & University Inn & Conference Center

For more information
caroline.shugart@usu.edu
435-797-0735

Must Pre Register, Save Time!

Credit Cards Accepted at flushots.usu.edu
USU/BCBS now covers vaccines/preventative services

By MEGAN ALLEN
news senior writer

In January, biology department head
Daryll DeWald will begin an appointment as dean of the College of Sciences at
Washington State University in Pullman,
Wash.
DeWald was selected through a national
search process.
“I will greatly miss my colleagues and
the terrific students I’ve had the privilege of
working with,” he said. “There is definitely
a sadness in leaving. This has been a great
place to work and I have a lot of close professional relationships here. There’s a little bit of
a grieving process to go through.”
During his time at USU, DeWald has
managed more than $3 million in research
funding for both undergraduate and graduate students.
DeWald said he and his students study
breast cancer metastasis and plant stress
physiology.
“They seem different, but it’s all about

cell signalling and intracellular communication,” he said.
Before he was appointed as department
head, DeWald served as associate director of
the Center for Integrated BioSystems, director of the Multicultural Student Research
Program, co-director of the Multicultural
Scholars Program and director of USU’s
microscopy program.
In 2009, under DeWald’s direction,
the biology department was awarded the
university’s Department Teaching Excellence
award. This awarded honored the department for its approach to teaching, providing
research opportunities, and helping students
prepare for admission to competitive graduate programs.
As dean of the College of Sciences,
DeWald said he will be responsible for the
final oversight for education and research
in the college. He will be serving over three
departments and two schools.
In a statement at Washington State,
Warwick Bayly, WSU provost and executive
vice president, said: “I am thrilled that Dr.

Looking for a job?
Thinking about looking India: Students build
school using donations
for a job?

You gotta see the Statesman Job Widget at
utahstatesman.com. It’s right there on the
right side of the page. National, regional, local
career-type jobs... ready for your eyeballs and
your resume. Check it out... .when you’re ready
to make that change.

– megan.allen@aggiemail.usu.edu

Regional: ‘Access Radio’
reaches more students
-continued from page 3

-continued from page 1

the current location of the
school, and a plot of land
has been donated to Effect
International to build an
entirely new school that will
begin construction this winter. Allred connected with a
recently-graduated architect
from Illinois Institute of
Technology, who is responsible for the school’s design.
“I have traveled a big part
of the world,” Allred said. “In
India, I was still wide-eyed,
they are quite a ways behind.
Kids are walking around
with huge stomachs because
malnutrition is high. It smells
like human feces and cows
walk freely in the streets.”
While traveling, Allred
said he met an older woman
who took his hands, looked
into his eyes and began crying because she knew he
could help her children and
grandchildren harness opportunities in their lives, he said.
From then on, he knew he
wanted to improve conditions in developing countries
throughout the world, especially in education.
“Since our school has
opened, we can’t even believe

DeWald has agreed to serve as the next dean
of our great College of Sciences. He is a great
fit for our faculty and staff and the college’s
programs as it looks toward the future.”
DeWalt said that although it is sad to
leave USU, he is excited about starting at
WSU.
“I am excited to be working with colleagues in the College of Sciences to expand
their research and teaching enterprises,” he
said.
“I have loved my time at USU,” he said. “It
is a collegial and productive environment.
I’ve really appreciated that.”
“Daryll has served his department, the
college and Utah State University well,” said
Jim MacMahon, dean of USU’s College of
Science. “He is a fine leader and facilitator
who works hard to allow others to lead the
life of the mind. I am confident he will do
well in his new assignment. Everyone in the
College of Science wishes him well.”

the success we are having,”
Allred said. “It’s raising eyebrows and people have been
saying they are interested in
moving forward with us.”
Effect International and
USU Effect plan to improve
education in Nepal as well as
Sasaram, Allred said. Zaman
will travel to India in the near
future to fuel recruitment for
the school.
USU Effect hopes to attract
new recruits to their cause
during their opening social
Thursday, Oct. 7, in Room 317
of the business building at
7:30 p.m.
“I hope this school will
continue to grow in enrollment and that eventually we
can build a high school in the
same town,” Stevens said.
“Likewise, I hope that as India
continues to join the global
marketplace, they will put
more emphasis on educating
all of their citizens so they
can all enjoy the blessings of
knowledge that many of us
have our entire lives.”

features guests who are live, on location and available to
field listeners’ questions.
“Access Utah” emphasizes on what is happening in Utah,
she said. Content ranges from hard news or entertainment
and the arts, to public affairs and sometimes local tragedies.
“It’s about keeping Utahns informed about what’s happening,” Zambreno said. “Our real strength is in telling our
own story through our listeners.”
Local programming is largely important to the success of
UPR, she said. The station has done two surveys to research
which programs work and which ones do not. Zambreno
said she hopes to coordinate another listener survey within
a year.
Listeners contribute up to one third of the station’s budget, Zambreno said. The journalism and communications
department and ASUSU also help to fund the student-run
Aggie Radio.
Student volunteers are strongly encouraged to take
JCOM 4530, special topics radio, in order to familiarize
themselves with the radio station, she said. The class provides an overview of radio, and students use the production
studios to complete some assignments.
“Two paid internships were granted this year,”
Zambreno said. “The Frischknecht Scholarship, granted
through the JCOM department, gives students the opportunity to get hands-on experience in a public radio station.”
“There are a lot of things we’re learning, we’re learning
as we go,” said Weller, who teaches the special topics radio
class. “It’s very much a new science, and we’re discovering
new things about it, what we can do and what we can’t do,”
he said, about the new digital upgrade.

– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.
usu.edu

– dan.smith@aggiemail.usu.edu

THE THREE-TIERED METHOD of bully intervention states the type of attention different children
need to keep them from causing tension on the playground. Image courtesy of Scott Ross

Ross: Program reduces chance of bullying
-continued from page 3
After implementing this
form of prevention, Ross’s
researchers determined that the
amount of harassment incidents
recorded during school time
decreased substantially.
“The bully prevention
program Dr. Ross examined
reduced bullying on the playground by 72 percent. More
importantly, the program
taught all students how to deal
with aggressive behavior from
their peers,” Horner said. Ross’s
research also proved that by
eliminating peer attention and,
thus, the bullying, teachers felt
less stress in the classroom and
that they were more effective.
Ross’s findings have been

published in several academic
journals, including the “Journal
of Applied Behavior Analysis,”
and he has toured several states
to promote his intervention program.
Ben Lignugaris-Kraft, department head of the special education and rehabilitation program
at USU, said, “He is very involved
in schools. He understands
school systems and how to promote change in them.”
Statewide, 120 schools have
already begun to implement
parts of his program, and Ross
said he hopes that the national
attention of the award will
bring the funding to expand his
research and potentially get it

into schools all over the country.
He also said he hopes that his
findings will provide a low-cost
means of intervention that can
help children of all ages and all
situations.
“I was very honored to receive
the award, especially because of
the amazing impact the association is having on the field of education,” he said. “I am also very
excited about the award because
it will bring additional attention
to the importance of school-wide
systemic intervention with bullying.”
– ariwrees@gmail.com
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Nation watches as
Aggies crush BYU to
break losing streak
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

After 17 years, Utah State students finally had reason to
celebrate.
Led by a near-perfect Diondre Borel, the Aggies (2-3, 0-1
WAC) stormed out of the gate against the Brigham Young
University Cougars (1-4, 0-1 MWC) Friday night, scoring 17
unanswered points to begin the game en route to beating
their in-state rivals for the first time since 1993. Playing in
front of a near-capacity crowd of 24,152 fans and a national
television audience on ESPN, the Aggies overwhelmed the
Cougars in every facet of the game, capturing the biggest win
in the Gary Andersen era and bringing new life to a rivalry
which had seen the Aggies lose 10 straight.
“A tremendous victory for us,” said USU head coach Gary
Andersen. “It was something we have been looking for, obviously, for a long time. Against a quality team, in a packed
house on ESPN – I guess we can call it a rivalry now.”
Coming off a 41-7 loss at the hands of San Diego State
Sept. 25, the Aggies showed tremendous resiliency by bouncing back during the short week. Borel, who led the offense to
434 total yards, finished the game 10-13 for 192 yards and
a touchdown through the air, igniting the scoring – and the
crowd – when he found junior receiver Xavier Martin for a 79yard touchdown in the first quarter.
“The coverage bit on the play-action and Xavier went right
past him,” Borel said. “It was a pass-and-catch at that point.”
Borel also added 68 yards and a touchdown on the ground.
Perhaps more importantly, the senior signal caller did not
throw an interception, and was not sacked during the game.
His play came in stark contrast to his performance last
Saturday, in which he completed less than half of his passes
and was sacked four times. Andersen praised Borel, but said
it was the support his quarterback received from the players around him which really made the difference against the
Cougars.
“Diondre Borel was solid, and he was solid with a very
good supporting cast,” Andersen said. “That is what we have
been waiting for.”
Borel was aided by a surprising performance from the USU
offensive line, which was playing without four-year starter
Spencer Johnson. Clearing the way against a stout Cougar
defense, Utah State’s line opened up holes for running backs
Derrvin Speight and Kerrwyn Williams, who rushed for 91
and 51 yards, respectively. Speight showed tremendous toughness by battering his way into the endzone in both the second
and third quarters, putting the game virtually out of reach for
the Cougars on the latter of the two runs.
“He played great,” Borel said of Speight, who along with
Williams has been filling in for the injured Michael Smith.

DEFENSIVE END DEVIN JOHNSON celebrates after sacking BYU quarterback Jake Heaps late in Friday’s victory over the Cougars.
Utah State dominated BYU in nearly every statistical category on its way to the school’s first football victory over BYU since 1993 while
breaking a 10-game losing streak in the process. TODD JONES photo

“His carries tonight helped the offense, and when he is effective as a runner we are able to do a lot more. We as a team had
faith in him.”
If Borel, Martin and Speight helped give USU’s offense
an early boost, the Aggie defense provided the tempo and
momentum that would keep BYU down throughout the game.
Linebackers Bobby Wagner and Kyle Gallagher played like
men possessed, combining for 21 tackles and frustrating BYU
freshman quarterback Jake Heaps, who finished 27-55 for 270

yards and two scores. Aiding Wagner and Gallagher was a
banged-up Utah State secondary, which saw starting cornerback Chris Randle and safety Rajric Coleman come into the
game nursing injuries.
Bumps and bruises couldn’t stop Randle, however, whose
interception at the 4:36 mark of the first quarter set up a 34-

- See DOMINATION, page 7

Hockey remains perfect
after Colorado sweep
By MATT SONNENBERG
assistant sports editor

UTAH STATE FORWARD DAVE WYMAN chases a puck deep into the corner during Utah State’s home opener versus Weber
State. Wyman scored three goals during the Aggies’ three-game trip to Colorado, including the game-tying goal to send USU to overtime
against Colorado University Saturday. BRANDEN FONDA photo

Utah State hockey took
to the road this past weekend to put its 4-0 record up
to the biggest test yet this
season with a three-game set
against Northern Colorado,
Colorado State, and Colorado
University.
Coming home now with a
7-0 record, it appears safe to
say that the Aggies passed the
test.
“This road trip is huge
because you’re playing some
of the top teams in the west,”
USU head coach Jon Eccles
said. “Having these games
this early in the season kind
of sets a standard and a gauge
of where we are and what we
need to improve in.”
The Aggies indeed set a
standard for themselves this
weekend while continuing
to live up to the expectations
that players and coaches had
placed on themselves to start
this season.
The three-game set opened
up Thursday against Northern
Colorado with a slow, but not
rocky start for USU.
“There was nothing spec-

tacular on our part,” Eccles
said of the first period. “I felt
like, for the most part, we controlled the puck. We had some
chances and came up with
some good saves.”
It was all uphill for Utah
State from there.
“The second period was
really different,” Eccles said.
“We gained control of the
puck and scoring chances
started to come for us.”
Those chances came with
the Aggies capitalizing on a
handful of UNC penalties to
bury four goals in the second
period. Dave Wyman netted
two on the power play while
Billy Gouthro scored a power
play goal of his own to go
along with Matt Hamilton’s
even-strength goal to give
Utah State a 4-1 lead going
into the second intermission.
Eccles said that the surge in
scoring was due to every man
on the ice doing his part to
jump-start the offense.
“Our defense was really
moving the puck up to our forwards out of the zone quickly,”
Eccles said. “Our forwards
were really pressing down in

- See SWEEP, page 6
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Volleyball suffers upset loss at home to Spartans
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

The fast start is fast-fading for the Aggie volleyball team.
San Jose State (7-11, 2-2 WAC) shocked the
USU crowd and the Aggie team as the Spartans
dealt the 13-3, 1-2 WAC Aggies a four-set defeat
(25-23, 25-20, 13-25, 25-16) Saturday night.
After beginning the season with an 11-0
overall record, the third-best start in school history, the Aggies have lost three of their last five
matches.
Freshman outside hitter Hanah Blume had
15 kills and 16 digs while hitting .289 to lead
the Spartans, aided by sophomore setter Caitlin
Andrade, who had 39 assists in the contest.
USU junior Liz McArthur had 19 kills and
hit .216 to lead the Aggies. Setter Chelsea Fowles
tallied 43 assists, and libero Christine Morrill
nabbed 20 digs.
According to McArthur, the Aggies may have
overlooked their conference foes.
“I don’t want to say we overlooked them, but
maybe we weren’t expecting them to be as powerful as they were,” McArthur said.
Aggie head coach Grayson DuBose provided
a simple formula for the cause of the stunner.
“They played great, and we didn’t,” he said.
“We had our chances to play really well, but
didn’t answer the bell at all. That’s really disappointing.”
After SJSU won the first two sets behind 11
kills from Blume, the Aggies showed signs of
a comeback in a third set highlighted by eight
kills from McArthur and fueled by 9-2 and 7-1
runs.
However, USU’s hope of rallying against SJSU
was stopped cold in the fourth set behind an
early 10-2 Spartan run, as well as a 6-1 streak to
end the match.
“In that last set, I didn’t feel like we were
playing as a team, and if we don’t play as a team,
we’re not going to win,” McArthur said.
The Spartans beat the Aggies in several categories, including sideouts (48-46), assists (47-46),
digs (57-55) and team blocks (11-9.5).
“A lot of teams will underestimate us because of
our season last year (a dismal 1-27 campaign),
but we caught (USU) off-guard. They had some
good things going for them, but it didn’t matter
because we were controlling our side,” Blume
said.
Andrade said the SJSU coaches extensively
prepared for the match for the purpose of establishing that very control, particularly with the

ball on offense.
“Our coaches definitely scouted them very well,
so we knew exactly what they were going to do
with regards to what they were going to run,”
she said. “We shifted our defense a bit and
focused on the blocks.”
Additionally, the adjustments that SJSU have
made to play above .500 ball since slipping to
0-5 on Sept. 2 have been more than on-court
adjustments.
“We’ve made a lot of mental changes. We’ve
been working on keeping our confidence level
up, and we should have all the confidence
because we’re a really good team. Now we know
we can beat any team,” Andrade said.
In the surprise victory, SJSU head coach
Oscar Crespo said he recognized his team’s win
as one that can be a springboard for the rest of
their season.
“Definitely (this) is a game where we can
reach back knowing that we can win on the
road, that we can play our style, so it’s a great
confidence-builder for us,” he said.
Despite the victory, Crespo remained complimentary of the Aggies.
“They’re a very strong team,” he said. “We
have a lot of respect for them. Before the game
and even now, I think they’re a very strong team.
I think that tonight they might not have played
their best game against us. I don’t know if that
was lack of energy. We were prepared for a long
battle. I know that they’re going to bounce out of
this strong.”
Despite the compliment, DuBose said there
weren’t many positives to take away from the
defeat.
“It’s tough for me to find one right now,”
he said. “I’m disappointed with how we came
out. I’m disappointed with how we performed.
(SJSU) played great. All credit to them. But we
didn’t, and that’s discouraging.”
McArthur said the performance hinged
largely on the absence of energy on behalf of
USU.
“We were working and playing hard, but we
didn’t have the energy to play with,” she said.
“(Energy) is what makes us a good team, and we
didn’t have that tonight.”
The recent pattern of losses is now to the point
where it looks as though the Aggies are slumping.
“It feels a little bit like (a slump), with the
lack of energy, but hopefully learning from that
can help us in our next matches,” McArthur
said,
DuBose said the squad needs to stay true to

SENIOR LIBERO CHRISTINE MORRILL goes for a dig during volleyball action this weekend. The
Aggies followed up a dominating win over Fresno State Thursday with a disappointing loss at home to San
Jose State in four sets Saturday night. BRENDAN FONDA photo

what helped them develop such a blazing start.
“I don’t want to make any knee-jerk reactions
or a bunch of changes, but we need to make sure
we’re playing our game,” He said.
He also said he was disappointed with the
fact that SJSU aced the Aggies six times.
“It was a matter of energy. We didn’t have
enough enthusiasm,” he said. “We’re not going

to scare anybody off (the court), so we’ve got to
come out and play hard every time.”
That next opportunity comes for the Aggies
this Wednesday at 8 p.m. when the Aggies travel
to Idaho. The match will be televised nationally
on ESPNU.
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Tennis teams show strong during weekend tournaments
By KAYLA CLARK
sports senior writer

Utah State women’s tennis
hosted and competed in the
USU Invitational with Idaho
State and Weber State this
weekend, advancing three

singles competitors into the
semifinal rounds on Saturday.
Senior Hailey Swenson defeated sophomore teammate Jenny
Phillips, 6-2, 6-2, in the round
of 16. Swenson then defeated
the Aggies’ Julie Tukuafu, 6-2,
6-3, in the round of eight.
Kristina Voytsekhovich

advanced to the semifinals
after defeating Weber State’s
Michelle Warwick, 6-1, 6-1,
and USU senior Taylor Perry,
6-0, 6-4, in the rounds of 16
and eight, respectively. Jaclyn
West defeated Weber State’s
Kristi Russell, 6-3, 6-0, in the
round of 16 and defeated the
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Wildcats’ Brittiny Moore by
default in the round of eight.
In doubles competition,
the Aggies advanced in two
of the four possible slots in
Saturday’s semifinal draw.
Swenson and West enjoyed
a bye in the first round and
a win over Idaho State’s Risa
Fujiwara and Rilee Moorhead,
8-2, in the second round.
Harris and Voytsekhovich
enjoyed a bye and defeated
WSU’s Jeya Jenkins and
Markay Mullen, 8-1, in the
rounds of 16 and eight, respectively.
USU senior Hailey Swenson
took first place in the singles
flight. Swenson defeated
Voytsekhovich, 6-1, 6-1, in
semifinals and WSU’s Naseem
Eslami, 6-3, 6-2, in the final
round. Swenson now holds a 91 season record thus far in the
season.
Swenson continued to dominate competition with doubles
partner, sophomore Jaclyn

West. Swenson and West took
the doubles title after defeating
Weber State’s Annika Karlsen
and Kristi Russell, 8-1, in the
semifinals and junior Brianna
Harris and Voytsekhovich,
8-4, to win the final round.
Swenson and West are now a
perfect 3-0 in doubles competition this fall, a good indicator
of the girl’s possible success in
the spring.
The women will wrap up
fall tournament play with the
ITA Regionals in Las Vegas,
Nev. from Oct. 13-16.
“We now know a lot of the
areas we need to work on, and
will continue to work hard and
do our best,” said head coach
Christian Wright earlier this
season. “All of the girls really
mesh together well this season;
I am so impressed with that.
We are going to have a great
team.”
The Utah State men’s
tennis completed the first
round of the prestigious 2010

D’Novo ITA Men’s Tennis AllAmerican Championships in
Tulsa, Okla. The matches were
held at Case Tennis Center.
Senior Nikita Ryashchenko
defeated Tulsa’s Patrick
Collins, 6-3, 6-0, in the first
round. Ryashchenko then fell
to New Mexico State’s Arthur
Surreaux, 6-2, 6-2, giving him
a 2-2 record this season.
Sophomore Sven Poslusny
was defeated by Iowa’s Marc
Bruche, 6-2, 6-2, and senior
Bryan Marchant fell to
Hawaii’s Jared Spiker, 7-6,
7-5, in their first rounds.
Senior Jakob Asplund fell
to Oklahoma State’s Eric
West, 6-1, 6-2, and senior
Alex Thatcher lost to Old
Dominion’s Krzysztof
Muzalewski, 6-2, 7-5.
The men’s team continues
competition Oct. 14 - 16 at the
Utah Invitational in Salt Lake
City.
– kayla.clark@aggiemail.usu.edu

Sweep: Hockey off to a 7-0 start
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-continued from page 5
their zone and it caused a lot of turnovers and
gave us a lot of scoring opportunities.”
The Aggies finished off the Bears in the
third period with another power-play goal
by Tyler Mistelbacher and a short-handed
goal by Joel Basson to cruise to a 6-2 victory.
Goaltender Cody Palmer had 22 saves for Utah
State.
Friday’s game game saw the Aggies locked
into a 1-1 tie after two periods against perennial power Colorado State. USU battled
through 12 penalties, including two separate
5-on-3 power play situations for the Rams, both
of which the Aggies killed to keep from allowing a single short-handed goal to CSU. Utah
State rallied behind third period goals from
Mistelbacher, Brendon MacDonald and Ty
Johns to lead the Aggies to a 4-2 victory in what
was expected to be USU’s toughest game to date
this season. Dan Cornelius worked the crease
for Utah State, stopping 34 out of the 36 shots
he faced in the game.
For the third game in three days, Utah State
faced Colorado University with what would
be their first ever three-game sweep of the
Colorado schools. Utah State started strong and

appeared to be well on their way to accomplishing that goal before they blew a 3-2 lead to start
the third period. The lead wasn’t gone for long
however, as USU tied the game back up on a
goal by Wyman, and appeared to take the lead
shortly after on another goal that was waved off
by the officials.
Sixty minutes of regulation ended with the
scored locked at 4-4 and the sweep being left
to be settled by sudden death. That killing
blow was delivered in overtime by Utah State’s
Gouthro to send Utah State to 7-0 on the season. Bryce Scherschel took over goaltending
duties for Saturday’s game, the third goalie in
as many nights for USU, and put forth arguably
the most impressive of the three performances.
Scherschel stopped 42 of CU’s 46 shots on the
night.
Two of the teams that the Aggies handed
losses to will be making return visits to Logan
this coming weekend, as Utah State hosts
Colorado State at home Friday at 7 p.m. and
Northern Colorado for a Saturday afternoon
game which will start at 3 p.m.

– matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Women’s soccer posts back-to-back shutouts on road
By TAVIN STUCKI
staff writer

Utah State won its first two West Athletic Conference
(WAC) games on the road in shutout fashion as they beat
Louisiana Tech, 1-0, and New Mexico State, 3-0, over the
weekend.
Oct. 1, the Aggies traveled to Louisiana for the opening
game of WAC conference play. Utah State took the early
lead in the 10th minute and held on throughout the match
to secure the win.
Midfielder Heather Pond notched the winning goal with
a five-yard strike, which came after a pass from forward
Shantel Flanary.
“We’re definitely more dangerous in the box,” Cairns
said. “We’re creating those chances. That’s always a good
sign and gives your attack confidence.
That confidence spilled over to the game on Oct. 3.
The Aggie offense scored nearly at-will in the 3-0 shutout
against the Aggies of New Mexico State. The last time the
two Aggie teams played each other was last year in Logan
with an identical score, which was the clinching victory
for the second seed in the 2009 WAC tournament for Utah
State.
In the 16th minute of the Aggie bowl, USU freshman
Kendra Pemberton took a corner kick that bounced around
in the box before being cleared out by the defense. The 5’8”

native of North Salt Lake made her way to the top of the 18yard box to find the ball again, firing a powerful bending
shot with her left foot that screamed past New Mexico State
keeper Mikaela Bitner.
The next score came in the second half when center back
Katie Crosland lined up for a freekick near midfield. Using
the wind to her advantage, the sophomore transfer from
Pepperdine hit the ball on target and into the net. Cairns
commented on the success the girls had in the attack to
support the strikers.
“Our forwards can’t take the load of scoring all of our
goals,” Cairns said. “We need midfielders to chip in too
with some goals. Our attack has to be diverse; we need to
have more than just two players who are dangerous.”
Utah State’s two most dangerous scorers hooked up in
the final minute of the match to add a knock-out goal. After
receiving a throw-in, Shantel Flanary passed the ball into
the box to Lauren Hansen who scored from seven yards out.
The assist is the third of the season for Flanary, who also
has four goals. Hansen is the team leader at 12 points, one
ahead of Flanary’s 11. Hansen’s goal in the match is her
fifth of the season, to go along with a pair of assists.
“We talked to the girls about putting nails in the coffin.
We had opportunities in the first half that we didn’t take
advantage of,” Cairns said. “To be able to play that hard in
the 89th minute showed a lot of character.”
Although New Mexico State shot seven times, the USU
defense held strong to record their third shutout victory

of the season. Coach Cairns said that keeper Molli Merrill
played great over the weekend, especially in defending
against crosses.
“Molli was solid for us,” Cairns said. “Shutout is a keeper
stat, but it reflects the four backs in front of her as well. On
Friday, two of our players got clears off the line.”
The victories are the first wins that the Aggies have
earned since beating Cal Poly at home Sept. 12 by a score of
3-2 in overtime.
With the two shutout wins, the Aggies (5-4-4) are undefeated in the WAC, but Cairns said it is too early to think
about winning the league.
“We take it one game at a time. We want to get into the
conference tourney,” Cairns said. “It’s a long season and
there’s a lot of great competition in the WAC. Every WAC
game is a battle.”
The Aggies will next take on the Wolf Pack of Nevada
in the first conference home game of the season. The game
will be played this Friday at the Chuck and Gloria Bell
Soccer Field, and will kick off four straight home matches
for USU. Cairns and the Aggies expect a fight, but are ready
to meet the challenge.
“Nevada has traditionally been a competitive physical
team,” Cairns said. “We expect a battle. We’ll do our best
this week to prepare ourselves for a battle for sure.”

– tavin.stucki@aggiemail.usu.edu

Aggie runners compete tough at Domination: USU runs over Cougars
Notre Dame Invitational meet
-continued from page 5

By JORDAN ALLRED
staff writer

The Utah State men and women’s cross
country teams traveled to South Bend, Ind.
over the weekend as they competed in the
55th annual Notre Dame Invitational. The
Aggies finished with a strong overall showing.
For the third time this year, the men were
led by junior Brian McKenna, who finished
10th overall with a time of 24 minutes, nine
seconds. Junior Daniel Howell also cracked
the top 50 after running his fastest time on
a five-mile course this season, finishing 26th
with a time of 24:29. Aaron Clements and
Eric Larson finished third and fourth, respectively, for the Aggie men, both landing themselves inside the top 100. Overall the men
finished 14th in a meet that included several
top 25 schools, such as third-ranked Oregon.
“On the men’s side we saw improvement
from several of our runners,” said Aggie head
coach Gregg Gensel. “Brian (McKenna) finished in the top 10 of this race. I think that
says a lot about him.”
On the women’s side, Jessie Chugg once
again finished first for the Aggies with a time
of 18:03, a mark good for 95th place. Chugg
was followed closely by Ruth Hilton and Kim
Quinn as they both clocked in with an identi-

Cross country results
Women’s Team Scores (24
teams)
1. Villanova - 64
2. Oregon - 118
3. Florida State - 129
4. New Mexico - 143
5. Stony Brook - 153
21. Utah State - 574
USU Women’s Finishers
95. Jessie Chugg 18:03
100. Ruth Hilton 18:07

cal time of 18:07. The Aggie women finished
with 574 points as the team placed 21st overall. Despite the relatively low finish as a team,
coach Gensel said that he saw improvement
from his team, and was happy with the individual finishes.
“Our women’s team ran really well and
showed a lot of improvement,” Gensel said.
“They were solid in everything. The problem
was that the competition was a lot better.
There were 11 teams in that field that were
ranked in the top 30 in the nation. It was
tough competition for us … but what a coach
looks for is what his individual runners did,
and I thought we showed improvement.”
The Notre Dame Invitational is one of
the largest collegiate cross country meets
in the nation and provided the Aggies with
an insight as to how they match up with the
rest of the nation. Gensel said he’s pleased
with the improvement of both the men’s and
women’s teams, and is ready to see continued
improvement as the season rolls on.
“Overall, I’m very pleased with what I saw.
The training is starting to take effect, and I
think they will continue to improve.”
Utah State Cross Country competes at the
pre-national meet in Terre Haute, Ind. on Oct.
16.
– jordan.allred@aggiemail.usu.edu

101. Kim Quinn 18:07
132. Alex Litzsinger 18:29
146. Kaylee Campbell 18:46
154. Ashley Robison 19:02
156. Stephanie Burt 19:10
182. Brittany Fisher 19:18
187. Cherise Chugg 19:31
Men’s Team Scores (21
Teams)
1. Oregon - 69
2. New Mexico - 78
3. Florida State University - 99
4. Tulsa - 196

5. Penn State - 205
14. Utah State - 326
USU Men’s Finishers
10. Brian McKenna 24:09
26. Daniel Howell 24:29
85. Aaron Clements 25:22
99. Eric Larson 25:41
106. Hunter Nelson 25:48
112. Jacob Barton 25:57
115. Steve Atkinson 26:04
131. Chio Lopez 26:14
136. Kyle McKenna 26:16

yard Braeden Loveless field
goal which put the Aggies up
10-0. Randle and his fellow
defensive backs were repeatedly tested by Heaps – who
many pegged as the nation’s
top prep quarterback a year
ago – but did not allow the
Cougar quarterback to connect on the big play. It as
an impressive performance,
especially given the fact that
Randle and fellow cornerback Curtis Marsh were often
matched up man-to-man
on BYU playmakers McKay
Jacobson and JJ Di Luigi.
“We knew coming in that
we would be playing a lot of
man coverage in the secondary, to allow the front seven
to do what they needed to
do,” Randle said. “We were
prepared, had a plan, and
executed that plan; it was
extremely effective.”
Randle, along with several
other players and coaches,
said he drew motivation
from the crowd and the setting. Utah State students and
fans remained in a frenzy
throughout the game, and
showed a degree of support
for the Aggies not often seen
outside of the Spectrum.
“That was something
I have never experienced
before,” Randle said. “It was
one of those moments for me
where I couldn’t stop smiling.”
The frenzied support and
display of solidarity behind
the oft-struggling program
only intensified as the clock
ticked down, with the stu-

dent section of the stadium
chanting “I believe that we
will win” before the nationally televised audience. As
soon as the game ended, the
students rushed the field in
jubilant celebration, hawking
for the cameras and engulfing their gridiron classmates
amidst chants of “Aggies,
Aggies.”
“That was crazy,” Speight
said. “I’ve never seen anything like that in the five
years that I’ve been here.”
The celebration carried
over to the locker-room,
where Gary Andersen – just
days removed from fainting
and being taken to the hospital because of stress - was all
too happy to join in.
“I have been in a lot of
locker-room celebrations but
this is probably the funnest
I have had with a group of
kids,” Andersen said. “They
were erratic.”
The win moves the Aggies
within one game of returning
to the .500 mark, and drops
the Cougars to 1-4. Following
the game, Cougar head coach
Bronco Mendenhall praised
Andersen and the strides he’s
made with the Aggie program. Mendenhall said the
better team came out on top.
“I want to congratulate
coach Andersen,” he said. “It
is a nice win for their program and fans.”
For Utah State’s players
and long-suffering fans, the
win could end up being more
than just “nice.” Not only
does it revitalize USU’s hopes

to make it to a bowl game
this season (a feat not accomplished by a USU team since
1997) but it proves that the
program has staying power
after a long and tumultuous
offseason.
“This win means a lot to
me, it means a lot to the students, and it means a lot to
the fans who come and watch
us,” Borel said. “I want to get
this program rolling, just like
everyone else on this team,
and tonight was a big step in
that direction.”
Anderson said, “We have
made tremendous strides
to come and beat BYU. This
gives kids belief.”
Even with the momentum
built up in the win and the
celebrations that are sure to
reverberate around Logan for
the next week, Borel and the
Aggies won’t allow the win to
serve as the end all, be all of
the season. With conference
play heating up next week as
the team travels to Ruston,
La. to take on Louisiana Tech
(1-4, 0-1 WAC), Borel and his
teammates are already looking to get back to the practice
field in anticipation of the
next challenge.
“We are going to enjoy
this win tonight,” the USU
quarterback said after the
game. “After tonight, our
focus will shift to our next
opponent. We will use the
momentum from tonight to
fuel us to our next victory.”
– adamnettina@gmail.com

Football debrief: The good, the bad and the ugly
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

The Bad: If there was any flaw to the way
USU played on Friday night, it was the number
of penalties the Aggies had. USU committed
12 penalties for 105 yards against BYU, compared to only six Cougar penalties for 45 yards.
Against a better team, USU may not be so fortunate to overcome that many penalty yards.
On another note, receiver Eric Moats’ streak of
catching a pass in 16 consecutive games came to
an end.
The Good: Give the offensive line its due.
While Borel and Speight may get the majority
of media attention coming out of the game, and
rightly so, it was the big men up front who prevented the Cougar defense from sacking Borel,
while also paving the way for 242 rushing yards.
Oscar Molina-Sanchez, starting in place of the
injured Spencer Johnson, gets special consideration for keeping BYU defensive end Vic So’oto
in check.
The Great: Borel’s execution of the offense
was almost flawless throughout the game. From
hitting all but three of his passes to making the
right reads in the offense, the senior quarterback
avoided the mistakes which have cost the Aggies
close games in the past. His play-action fake on
Xavier Martin’s 79-yard touchdown catch was a
thing of beauty, while his heady play and management of the game allowed the Aggie offense
to stay one step ahead of BYU.
The Exceptional: Utah’s State’s secondary
didn’t have much to feel good about after last

Saturday’s loss to San Diego State. In that game,
Aztec quarterback Ryan Lindley passed for 362
yards and two touchdowns, with injured defensive backs Chris Randle and Rajric Coleman
struggling to stay on the field. Playing through
pain on Friday night, Randle and Coleman had
career games for the Aggies, each recording
an interception and combining for three passbreakups. Coleman should have had another
interception, but missed a lame-duck throw
by Jake Heaps. Curtis Marsh, playing opposite
Randle at cornerback, stuck to the BYU receivers
like super glue, and finished the game with four
pass-breakups.
Play of the Game: With 11:29 left in the
first half and trailing 10-0, BYU went for it at the
USU 37-yard line. Calling an off-tackle run to JJ
DiLuigi was a calculated risk by Cougar headman Bronco Mendenhall, but USU’s defense
held strong and stuffed DiLuigi, with Chris
Randle and Kyle Gallagher tackling the Cougar
scat back in the backfield. The play only solidified USU’s early momentum, and combined with
the subsequent Aggie scoring drive, helped put
USU up 17-0 early and deal an emotional blow
from which BYU could not recover.
Numbers Game: Utah State not only
snapped a 10-game losing streak to the Cougars,
but the Aggies snapped a four-game home losing
streak to BYU and a 12-game losing streak to
opponents out of the Mountain West ... The 16
points USU allowed to BYU are the fewest yielded by the Aggies against the Cougars since their
1978 meet-up … Utah State rushed 59 times during the game, the most rushes by a Utah State

team since 1990.
What it Means: Not only does this win give
the Aggies their first “signature” win of the Gary
Andersen area, but it provides the team with a
launching point for a possible mid-season run
that could put the Aggies in postseason contention. Utah State, which needs four more wins
to become bowl eligible, will play a struggling
Louisiana Tech team (1-4) next weekend, before

what could be a season-defining homecoming
game against Hawaii Oct. 23. For BYU, it signals
the worst start in the program’s history since
1973, and was likely the final nail in the coffin
of former defensive coordinator Jamie Hill, who
was fired Saturday.
– adamnettina@gmail.com
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Pedal perfection
Aggie Blue Bikes hosts annual bike week

Students apply marketing
skills through local chapter
By WHITNEY PAGE
staff writer

By JESSICA BLACK
staff writer

This week, Aggie Blue Bikes hosts
the second annual USU Bike Week
with daily activities Monday through
Friday.
According to the Aggie Blue Bikes
mission statement they hope to get
more students, on more bikes, more
frequently. The week’s activities are
open to the adventurous cyclist as well
as to the person who’s never ridden a
bike, and everyone in between.
The festivities start Monday on the
TSC patio, as volunteers and staff of
Aggie Blue Bikes will be offering their
services for free chain lube and bike
adjustment.
“We want to introduce people to
every aspect of biking. It’s not just
for the hard-core cyclists,” said Adam
Christensen, a USU senior and Aggie
Blue Bikes program coordinator.
“We’re looking for people who aren’t
into biking, and we want them to see
something they like or think they
could be interested in,” he said. “That’s
why we’ve set up so many fun activities
throughout the week.”
Such activities include the showing
of the movie “Rad” at Aggie Blue Bikes,
Tuesday night. “Rad” is a movie from
the ’80s about a paper-boy-turnedhero. The movie features Cru Jones as
the protagonist faced with the tough
decision of showing off his “rad”
cycling skill in a Hellstrack qualifying competition or taking the SATs.
Christensen said the film features
many scenes of several cyclists doing
various stunts and bike tricks in everyday life.
An air quality class will be
Wednesday afternoon with a bike
picnic following. Christensen said
students are encouraged to bring a potluck dish to share.

A Utah original

A SCULPTURE OF a man made out of bicycle parts stands outside Aggie Blue Bikes.
This is the second annual USU Bike Week. STERLING BOIN photo

According to junior Amy Flanders,
Aggie Blue Bikes event coordinator,
a pedaled-powered concert featuring
Water and Walls and a surprise band
will be at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Old
Main outdoor amphitheater.
Flanders said all the electricity needed

to power the amplifiers and other band
equipment will be generated from
bikes located on the stage. Flanders
said they plan to end the week by raf-

- See WEEK, page 10

Every time a student turns on the TV, reads a newspaper
or walks down the halls in the TSC, they are the subject to
marketing. Catching an individual’s eye as a consumer and
drawing them in to take an interest in their products is called
marketing.
The American Marketing Association (AMA) is a national
association for those who, according to their website, are
“leading the practice, teaching and development of marketing
worldwide.” It is made up of professional and collegiate chapters all across the United States. The AMA aims to focus on
creating opportunities for
students to express creativ- “There are many
ity, innovation and to apply great opportunimarketing skills to someties to assist in
thing real.
Brent Meacham, junior consulting work
in marketing and acting
for both businesses
president of the Huntsman and organizations,
Marketing Association at
attend activities,
USU, said the Huntsman
and club socials ... ”
Marketing Association is
the local Utah State chapter
Brent Meacham,
of the AMA. Meacham said
junior,
marketing,
acting
they have different career
resources to take advantage president of the Huntsman
of like a resume rescue,
Marketing Association
career tips and strategies
and a special AMA job
board. They have a networking database that can be beneficial for those looking for a connection into the marketing
world. He said there are different academic opportunities that
present themselves through the AMA as well, which include
a lot of interaction with other collegiate conferences and case
competitions.
Meacham said through USU, students have the opportunity to join both the national AMA and the local chapter.
“There are many great opportunities to assist in consulting
work for both businesses and organizations, attend activities
and club socials, network and learn from guest speakers and
compete in case competitions,” Meacham said.
The HMA is unique to other collegiate chapters, because
it is the only one in existence in the state of Utah. Meacham
said the club’s goal is to “market principles in a real world
setting.” They are working now with Café Sabor, on a special

- See HMA, page 10

Club helps students slow down and relax
By KRYSTLE GRANT
staff writer

In a dim room, students sit comfortably
in a circle, some with their shoes off and others perched liked cats. Undeniably, this is a
group that knows how to relax despite the
chaos of the outside world. This is the USU
meditation club.
The club was founded last year by Jan
Summerhays, an ecology graduate student.
Summerhays was a member of a meditation group called the Cache Valley Buddhist
Sangha, which meets every Monday at
7:15 p.m. at the Cache Valley Unitarian
Universalist building. Summerhays said she
realized there was a community of people
that meditated, but knew there was also a
group of students interested or curious about
meditation who didn’t have an opportunity
to pursue that interest.
Summerhays said with the help of English
professor Michael Sowder she formed a
club on campus. Since last year, the club
has picked up more momentum and has
brought in several new members. Unlike the
meditation group that meets Monday nights,
Summerhays said the USU Meditation Club is
non-denominational and is not aligned with
any specific religion or tradition.
In addition to teaching creative writing,
Sowder serves as the faculty adviser for the
club. Sowder said meditation takes practice
and time.
“It takes time but gives you more energy in
return,” Sowder said.
Time is needed, but Summerhays said not
as much time as you would think.
“A minimum of 10 minutes a day is all you
would need,” she said.
Summerhays said she frequently meditates
in the morning on her couch while staring
out the window. She said the morning is the

best time to meditate, or right before bed.
Sowder said meditation origins have been
traced to more than 5,000 years ago, and it is
considered to be one of the oldest health and
wellness practices in existence. It is believed
that it was an outgrowth of staring at a
campfire or gazing at the stars for a period of
time. He said benefits of meditation include
not only relaxation, but stress reduction as
well as more energy and focus, which can be
extremely beneficial to students.
“I am able to focus more and have more
studying endurance,” said Pete Tauber, a
graduate student in psychology and member
of the USU Meditation club.
Summerhays said the club focuses on two
types of meditation, sitting meditation and
the other is mindfulness meditation. Sitting
meditation focuses on your breathing and
making sure you are in the moment, not in
the past or future. Whereas mindfulness
meditation is being aware of the present
moment and focusing on what you are doing
at that moment.
McKenna Miller, junior majoring in music
therapy and the constant multitasker said
“for me, meditation is forcing myself to slow
down and focus on one thing, like classes,
which is a good thing.”
Sowder said meditation is what we need to
calm ourselves down after long days.
“We give our self lots of negative messages
throughout the day,” Sowder said, “and taking that time out of the day to quiet the chatter of our brains and focus on ourselves can
really transform our lives.”
The Meditation Club meets every
Wednesday at 12:00 p.m. The next club meeting will be Oct. 6 from 12-1 p.m. in room 335
of the TSC, and is open to everyone. You can
also find the club on Facebook under USU
Meditation Club.
– k.grant@aggiemail.usu.edu

JAN SUMMERHAYS, ecology graduate student, formed the meditation club on campus. Meditation
is one of the oldest health and wellness practices in existence. STERLING BOIN photo
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We are located in the
University Shopping Center
MARKETPLACE

N
A

Romney Stadium

1200 North

800 East

600 East

1400 North

9LVLWRXUUHGER[ IRU
1000 North
\RXUIDYRULWHQHZ
UHOHDVHV-XVWSHUGD\ Three Convenient Locations:


STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

Closed Sunday

BUY THE

Logan
(DVW1RUWK
Smithfield
6RXWK0DLQ
North Ogden
1:DVKLQJWRQ
Boulevard

OR THE

CAN CASE

Prices Effective October 4th - 9th, 2009

99

¢¢

47
¢¢
57
¢¢
¢¢
99
¢¢

Campbell s 15 oz. Original

SpaghettiOs

47

10.75 oz. Tomato or
Chicken Noodle

Western Family 32 oz.
(Excludes Dark Brown)

Case of 24 - $11.28

Case of 24 - $11.28

97
$$
3 1

Case of 8 - $7.76

Macaroni &
Cheese

Case of 24 - $8.00

Western Family
12 oz. Frozen Asst.

99

¢¢

¢¢

Western Family
64 oz. Juice, Cider or Asst.

Apple Blends

Western Family 10 ct.
Select Varieties.

Case of 12 - $11.88

Instant Oatmeal

87
$$ 99
99
5
¢¢

fo r

Western Family 5.5 oz.
Spirals or 7.25 oz. Original

59

¢¢

Western Family 15 oz.
With Beans Asst.

18 Roll Big Roll, 36 Roll
Advantage Pack Petal Soft Bath
Tissue or 15 Roll Strong &
Absorbent Paper Towels

32 oz. Bottles

Xzude Sports
Energy Drinks

Case of 48 - $32.16

99
¢¢
59

¢¢

Western Family 10.5-11 oz.
In Light Syrup or Naturally Sweet

Case of 24 - $7.92

Mandarin Oranges

Western Family
15 oz. Original

Case of 24 - $14.16

Apple Sauce

98
¢¢
88
26 oz. Select Varieties

Ragu Pasta Sauce

Case of 12 - $11.76

5-10.25 oz. Value Menu
Select Varieties

Banquet Dinners

Western Family

2

$$

Campbell s Soup

¢¢

Case of 24 - $20.88

Chili Con Carne

10.75 oz. Cream of
Chicken or Mushroom

fo r

Case of 24 - $23.76

Orange Juice

67
33

Western Family 11-15.25 oz. Select Varieties

Vegetables

Case of 12 - $11.88

¢¢

Case of 48 - $27.36

Campbell s Soup

Powdered or
Brown Sugar

9999

lb.

Fresh Crisp

Asparagus

1
¢¢
69
$$ 7799

lb.

80% Lean

Ground Beef

ea.

Cello Wrapped

Iceberg Lettuce

99

¢¢

lb.

Large

Jonagold or
Fuji Apples

1

$$ 2299

ea.

Natural Directions
1 lb. Bag

Mini Carrots

19
¢¢
89
¢¢

lb.

Fresh Local

Pumpkins

Western Family
Grade AA Dozen

Large Eggs
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Your buying guide for those winter trends
Although
the weather
has
been
exceptionally confusing
lately, winter is slowly,
but surely,
approaching. As the
mornings
get cooler,
and the evenings
get
longer, we come to the sad
realization that summer is
over.
However, there is always
a light at the end of the
“depressing-winter” tunnel.
First, fall semester is well
underway ... tuition is paid,
you passed your first exams
and if you’re a freshman,
you no longer break out
into hives trying to find
your classes. All is well with
the universe.
Second, bank accounts
are on the mend from the
dreaded (and inevitable)
book-buying that comes
with the start of a new
semester.
Third, it’s almost coat
weather. I’m sure you all
agree that nothing makes
a 7:30 math class easier to
wake up for like a brand
new pea coat (note the sarcasm).
So what does all this
mean? ... It’s time to be a
little frivolous and indulge.
While to some Aggies
this might mean adding solid
food to their diet of ramen,
to the campus fashionistas

it means
it’s time
for
a
wardrobe
update
and perhaps the
incentive
of a new
pea coat
for those
e a r l y
morning
classes.
This season the runways
had a little something for
everyone, from feminine
1950s silhouettes to menswear-inspired looks. The
minimalist style of last fall
made a comeback and the
looks were sleek, classic
and effortless.
Before you walk out the
door in your over-sized
shades, check out this trend
cheat-sheet.

Staff
Guy XXXX

Keeping
you
trendy

Jimena Herrero

THIS SEASON FAUX FUR was used on several fashion accessories – shoes, purses, jackets, etc.
Faux fur looks like the real thing but is animal-friendly. MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE photo

HMA: Providing real-world market experience
-continued from page 8
“Thursday College Night” where students will receive special discounts. The marketing for this night comes from
the HMA. Their goals are to work closely with other local
businesses, non-profit organizations, and Meacham said
they would like to work with other USU clubs in the future.
He said they are willing to offer their marketing services to
other clubs on campus, to help both out.
Meacham said the HMA is not a club tied to the marketing major. Anyone has the opportunity to join.
“I’m not a marketing major and I don’t really know much
about it, but it’s a great way to connect to campus and the
local community and giving back,” said Logan Smith, junior
in political science and economics.
Meacham said having the prestige of being the only AMA

collegiate in Utah, the HMA hopes to hold a large conference in the spring. They will be having different socials,
guest speakers, retreats and meetings all throughout the
year. The club costs $15 to join for the Huntsman Marketing
Association alone. If you would like to join the AMA, the
cost is $60 for both chapters, and if you join before Oct. 11,
the club will discount your membership by $10.
Right now the club is looking for people with an interest in Graphic Design to put together a team of designers
to help them with marketing projects. The Huntsman
Marketing Association is online at huntsman.usu.edu/ama.
– whitney.page@aggiemail.usu.edu

The Trends:
Neutrals: The minimalist
look from last fall made a
reappearance this season.
This time camel (the color
– not the animal) ruled
the runways. Brown hues
are a great alternative to
the usual gray/black color
palette of fall, and much
more flattering. To avoid
looking drab, pair neutrals
with bright accessories or
animal prints. Try a camel
cardigan with a red belt at
the waist or an animal-print
cami underneath.
Menswear: Another spin
on the minimalist style, this
trend is easy to pull off and
looks effortless. The key is
to not overdo it. You don’t
want to actually look like a
man. Pair a boyfriend cardigan with a delicate top
or a loose-fitting vest with
a form-fitting tee and delicate accessories.

aren’t too embellished with
pockets, buttons, belts, etc.
Mix military-inspired pieces
with more feminine ones to
balance things out.

Metallics: Gold was the
clear winner. It added a
little bit of excess to the
otherwise simple looks
seen on the runway. While
this trend is fun, it needs to
be used sparingly. Nobody
wants to look like a human
disco ball. Look for pieces
that have metallic embellishments or wear metallic
accessories.

Fur: This season fur (faux
and not) was used on
everything – shoes, bags,
vests, jackets, you name
it. If you’re daring enough
to wear a full fur coat, go
faux. Faux fur looks like the
real thing, but is animalfriendly, and is much more
affordable. You can also
take a minimalist approach
and opt for pieces with fur
trims instead.

Bright Hues: Bright reds,
blues, oranges and greens
appeared in accessories
and as accents to neutral
pieces. Because these colors are so bright, it’s best to
pair them with darker colors or neutrals, unless you
want to look like an ’80s
flashback. Try accenting a
neutral piece with bright
jewelry, or look for pieces
that have hints of bright
colors in them.

1950s: This trend focuses
on the hourglass silhouette,
delicate details and feminine pieces. While showing
up to class looking like a
’50s housewife would be
adorable, it might be a bit
much. Instead pair ’50s
inspired pieces with more
modern ones. Pair a cardigan set with a pair of skinny
jeans, modern jewelry and
flats.

When shopping for these
pieces keep in mind that
a lot of trends go out of
style fairly quickly. Don’t let
your closet be overrun by
trends. They should accent
your existing wardrobe, not
replace it.
Don’t be afraid to mix
and match. Classic looks
and trends always work
great together. By adding
something trendy to a classic piece you avoid looking
over-stylized or too trendy.
Yes, there is such thing. It’s
not pretty.
Although the afternoons
might still be summery and
wonderful, winter will inevitably rear its ugly head.
When it does, you will
hopefully be prepared and
looking fabulous.

Military: Another trend that
made a comeback from last
fall. This time, the pieces
are a lot more subtle and
classic. Look for pieces that

Do you have a question for
Jimena Herrero? Questions
or comments can be sent
to jimena.h@aggiemail.usu.
edu.

Week: Getting up on a bike
-continued from page 8
fling off a bike.
Flanders said a free breakfast will be provided Friday
for all those who ride their
bikes to school and will
be on the TSC patio. Food
will be provided from Caffe
Ibis, Old Grist Mill, Fresh
Market, USU Be Well and the
meal will feature cider from
Paradise.
“We want people to be
able to ease their way into
cycling,” Flanders said. “It’s
for everyone and you can do
as much or little as you like.”
Dean of the College of
Natural Resources Nat
Frazer will speak to students
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. about
the 2010 senior gift, which is
a covered bike rack located
on the north side of the natural resources building. The
bike rack is the third covered
bike rack on campus.
“It shows we’re moving forward in alternative
modes of transportation,”
Christensen said.
Flanders said students
are encouraged to ask any
questions they have about
biking, such as road rules,
what bikes are best suited for
which activities and whether
or not it’s possible or logical
to bike in the winter.

USU junior David Griffin,
shop manager of Aggie Blue
Bikes, said he rides his bike
to school in winter weather
and said biking in the winter
was actually warmer to him
than driving to school.
“You stay warmer while
riding your bike, but you
need to make sure you wear
good gloves and something
to cover your ears because
of all the cold wind that hits
you. Slipping is possible, but
I find my bike fares much
better than a car in winter
weather,” he said.
Aggie Blue Bikes will continue to be open to anyone
with questions regarding
their own bikes, bike rentals, bike maintenance or any
other bike related questions.
They will continue their free
daily rentals throughout the
week to any student who
wants to participate. Their
bikes range from mountain
bikes to beach cruisers and
tandem side-by side bikes.
“If you want to have a
good time, just come, for crying out loud,” Christensen
said.

– jessica.black@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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Aggie Shuttle
locked on target

ome recent additions to the Aggie Shuttle
bus system – mobile GPS updates, text
alerts, and a scrolling arrival monitor in the
TSC – add an element of instant gratification for
those who use the bus to get around.
It will be nice in the winter to wait inside a
dry, heated building until the exact moment we
need to go board the bus, and if the new monitor screen and mobile phone notifications prove
dependable, we will be able to do just that without worrying we’ll miss our bus.
We endorse taking advantage of a transportation system partially funded by student fees.
Whether out of necessity, convenience, or just
a back-up option, we appreciate the university
offering the service.
The drivers are courteous and the buses in
good condition, and most problems or frustrations stemming from the buses come from the
riders, not the system.
We’d suggest just a couple of improvements
we could make as students to optimize the busriding experience for everyone.
– Don’t take the bus if you are going to ride fewer
than two stops to your next destination. It’s not
worth the hassle of getting on and off, honestly,
and with the stops as close together as they are,
you can walk the distance of two buildings and
a parking lot.
– When you’re on the bus, and it’s crowded,
squeeze in. Take your backpack off, turn sideways, take a few steps back and don’t be afraid
to bump shoulders with your bus-riding peers.
We’re all in the same ... bus. The bus has a much
higher legal capacity than it has seats, that’s why
the handrails are there. Use ‘em.
However, space availability on the bus suffers
during busy, peak times, something we feel could
be improved upon by the transportation department.
In preparation for the cold winter months, during which ridership will likely increase, it might
be nice to look at where and when this occurs.
Solutions might including adding a bus to certain
routes during peak times or even a roaming,
on-call bus for certain stops or times of day to
transport those left behind when the regular bus
reaches capacity.

Get excited, stay excited
Hello
fellow
Aggie
fans! First, I would like to
ASUSU
say “thank you” to all the
View
students for supporting our
Aggie Athletic programs this
year. Student attendance
has soared for almost every
sport. But the excitement is
not just for Athletics. I have
also seen attendance soar
for on-campus activities. I would go as far to say that this
is the most involved I have seen Utah State students in my
short five-year experience. That is saying something for a
campus that has always been involved.
So where has the excitement come from? I can’t quite put
my finger on it. However, I would like to propose that it is
from a combination of factors.
One factor, I believe, is our largest-ever freshman class.
They have truly been amazing this year. They have been
active and involved and I feel they have brought a lot of
excitement. Utah State is in good hands for the next 4-5
years. Thank you for those involved with recruiting the best
students in the country.
Another factor for me is that we got off to a great start.
First impressions have always been big for me. Our Week of
Welcome was full of fantastically planned events that left the
students wanting more. Every event I attended was packed
with students and we all wanted to be there. This definitely
has contributed to involvement. Well done to those involved
with those activities.
The next factor I feel has had an impact on involvement
is the overall strategic plan of our university. Stay with me
here. Utah State has not become a great place for students
to get involved overnight. It has come from years and years
of planning and from administration working with faculty
and staff to create the USU experience. More recently, our
current administration, under the direction of President
Stan Albrecht, has furthered the cause of a student-centered
campus. I constantly hear our administration, faculty and
staff say, “We are here for the students.” They have empowered us as students and we believe that this campus is for us.
Why wouldn’t we want to be involved with “our” campus?
A very large factor for Utah State Athletic excitement: two
words, Gary Andersen. Andersen has just begun his second
year as head football coach at Utah State and we found out
last week that his contract has extended until the 2016 football season. Coach Andersen has brought with him a lot of
excitement and the future of Utah State football looks very
bright.

Alex Putnam

- See HURD, page 12
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ForumLetters
Statesman is
leaning left
To the editor:
I do not usually get involved
with politics but observing
the political cartoons of your
New York Times want-to-be
editor, I decided to send a
contribution to the tea party
and wish them well. Keep up
the bashing. It moved me!
Carl Hansen
Professor Emeritus NDFS

More Spice
data needed
To the editor:
This letter is in response
to the “Speaking up for the
twelve percent” article printed on 9/29/10. The author
seemed to be a little confused regarding the nature
and safety of Spice.
The toxicity of Spice can
not be compared to that
of marijuana. While Spice
chemicals act on the same
receptors as THC, causing a
similar effect as THC, they
could have very different
toxicities. The toxicity of the
chemicals in Spice must be
determined by testing those
specific chemicals, not by
assuming they are the same
as THC.
So what chemicals are
in Spice? Unfortunately, the
packages of Spice do not disclose what chemicals are in
it, nor the quantity of those
chemicals. Studies have
found at least seven different
cannabinoids in Spice. They
have also found huge variation in both the chemicals
and doses found in Spice.
One could potentially get different chemicals at different
doses every time they buy
Spice, even if one buys the
same blend each time.
Of the chemicals identified in Spice, there is little to
no toxicity data available. No
one really knows what the
long term effects of smoking
Spice are. Without this data,
people can not make an educated and informed decision
about smoking Spice.

What is known is that
Cache Valley has seen more
than 200 emergency room
visits as a direct result of Spice,
averaging 2-4 visits each
week. While Cache Valley
has not had any deaths from
Spice, a simple google search
reveals that other areas have
not been so lucky. People
are getting hurt from Spice.
Rather than bashing Logan
City for banning Spice, we
should be educating those
around us on the potential
dangers of Spice and encouraging them to make healthier
choices.
Andrew Russell

Editors broke
their own rules
To the editor:

In the Wednesday, Sept.
29 issue of the Statesman,
a poorly presented editorial
was printed. Regardless of
the opinion or anyone else’s
opinion, the editorial blatantly violated the second point
listed under the “Keys to
Commenting on this site” on
the Statesman website.
This key reads: “Don’t
threaten to hurt or kill anyone.
Even if you’re joking. And
speaking of joking, please be
aware that irony and sarcasm
don’t always translate via the
written comment. Better to
be simple and straightforward
than confusing and marginally
funny.”
I presume this standard
also applies to staff-produced
articles. While I don’t fall into
the category of the accused in
the editorial, I am rather concerned for others about the
retaliatory actions proposed
by the leadership of the paper.
In light of this policy, if the
retaliatory actions proposed
were done so seriously then I
believe a retraction is in order.
If the retaliatory actions proposed were done so jokingly
then I believe an editorial
apology and clarification is in
order. I’m sure that these keys
are violated all the time, but I
believe this situation is especially egregious.
Joshua Templin

Letters to
the editor •
A public forum

Ethics article
insulting
To the editor:
On Wednesday, Sept. 29,
The Utah Statesman ran an
article titled “Class teaches ethics from across the
globe.” I found the articled
to be misguided and insulting. I am appalled that quotes
such as one from Professor
Chad Albrecht, “what’s ethical in Colombia isn’t necessarily ethical here,” would be
used to describe the people of
Colombia. I am a Colombian
national and in no way would
ever infer that a culture, made
up of millions of people, is ethically below par?
Let me point out some
missed details. Autodefensas
Unidas de Colombia (AUC)
is considered a terrorist organization worldwide. Chiquita
Brands International Inc. funded a terrorist organization with
figures upward of $1.7 million.
With this “capital investment”
they bought more illicit arms
to terrorize and fund the drugtrade.
Chiquita brands is now facing a growing number of lawsuits, their board members are
facing charges in Colombia
and to “add icing to the cake,”
Chiquita has been fined $25
million by the U.S. Department
of Justice. How can you argue
that “Colombian ethics” are
at fault? Are you advocating
that a company born in the
U.S. fund a terrorist organization? What kind of ethics
are you teaching? To Professor
Albrecht: It’s awful that you
are attacking a nation’s dignity.
To the Author: research what
you are writing about, which
includes not citing non-reputable sources such as random
websites.
Finally, I would like to correct a “belief,” as Kameron
Kasparian portrays it, that
Colombians have to pay a terrorist organization to keep us
“safe.” These terrorists force
payments from the ones they
are “protecting” by threatening their lives and those of
close ones. That’s extortion,
not security.
Jairo Hernandez

RINO’s and Blue Dogs and Bears, oh my
The announceRepublican
ment of
Logan Mayor
Rumblings
Randy Watts’
endorsement
of Democratic
candidate
– Sam Granato
– for U.S.
Senate didn’t
come as a huge shock to anyone but highlights a trend that has been frustrating me
lately – the betrayal of party values by claiming certain affiliations for the purpose of getting elected.
So Mayor Watts, are you just harboring
bad feeling about Bennett being ousted at
state convention or do you really align your

Renae Cowley

opinion more closely with liberals? If that is
the case, why do you generally identify yourself as a Republican? Could it be because
after surveying the Utah electorate, you
know that is the only way you can win an
election? Not to worry. I do not foresee your
winning any other elections and I’m confident you have sunk any chance you had for
re-election.
There is nothing wrong with going against
the mainstream school of thought. Unique
perspectives are crucial to accurately representing all Americans. It is those that pander
to the left or right merely to get elected rather than uphold their true values that infuriate

- See PANDER, page 12
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
How often do you ride
the Aggie Shuttles?
•

Always. The hills
around campus are
too steep to walk.
• Sometimes. If I see
it coming then I’ll
hop on.
• Never. It’s usually
late and packed full.
Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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Pander: Utah candidates flip-flop
-continued from page 11

Downloading
to laptops
is what we do best.
The Utah Statesman

me.
Senator Bob Bennett is a
perfect example of this. He
claimed to be a Republican,
yet voted contrary to the
core principles of his party
on issues such as TARP,
universal healthcare, and
increased federal spending.
If it isn’t outright lying
which drives them to
abandon their party, it is
good old-fashioned poor
sportsmanship that does.
Case in point – Senator
Mike Castle of Delaware.
Castle, an incumbent, lost
to Christine O’Donnell, who
became the Republican
nominee after the primary
election. It is customary for
the loser to congratulate
and endorse the nominee
winner in the interest of uniting the party and bolstering
the winning candidate past
the other party’s candidate
whose views are even more
contrary to yours. Castle
apparently didn’t get that
memo. Instead, he is considering a write-in campaign,
which would arguably
divide the party and ensure
a win for Chris Coons, the
Democratic candidate. He
isn’t doing it to see any
of the principles he ran
on come to fruition. He is
doing it simply to stick it to
O’Donnell, a classic case of
sour grapes.
Another prime example
of a sore loser hell-bent on

revenge at the expense of
their party is Jim Bennett.
Bennett – the son of Senator
Bob Bennett and his former
campaign manager – has
apparently ignored all previous convictions and is now
running Granato’s campaign.
There is nothing philosophically compatible between
these two men other than
their desire to dig our nation
into more debt through
reckless spending. His new
position is simply his immature way of flipping Mike
Lee the bird. You win Jim;
now please, go to the dark
side and stay there.
Sheryl Allen was always
a moderate Republican, and
I’m all for diversity within a
party, but by hitching her
wagon to Peter Coroon,
Democratic candidate for
Utah governor, she has
shown her true colors.
Coroon is one of the most
liberal Democrats in the
State of Utah and by aligning
herself with his cause, she
has either done a 180 with
her political values, or was
never really a Republican to
begin with and only added
the “R” next to her name to
get elected in the first place.
My money is on the latter.
This type of party infiltration and dismissal is not
limited to just the right.
Democrats have, and are,
experiencing the same thing.
“Blue Dogs” has become

a popular term to describe
liberals that lean to the right.
The Blue Dog Coalition is
a group of 54 conservative Democrats in the U.S.
House of Representatives.
Utah’s own Jim Matheson is
among them. For the most
part, I applaud their efforts
to showcase diversity among
their party, but many on the
left would like to hang them
for high crimes of party treason.
Our great nation is comprised of many different
people from varied and
unique walks of life. Just
like snowflakes, no two are
exactly alike, having different values and experiences.
This is why a straight party
ticket is not in my political vocabulary. I consider
myself a strong conservative,
one that would make Rush
Limbaugh want to salute the
flag, but I still take a compassionate view on immigration. I don’t hate the philosophy behind cap and trade,
and have even encouraged a
tax increase or two. It is core
beliefs that make someone
a Republican or Democrat,
and it is when you flip-flop
on those beliefs that I draw
the line between diversity
and treachery.

Renae Cowley is a senior
majoring in public relations.
She can be reached at renaecowley@gmail.com

Hurd: Join soon to collect points
-continued from page 11

The best thing that we can do as students
is to continue to support all aspects of our
University. This makes our University better
and directly effects out Athletic programs.
We do make a difference. So make an effort
to make it out to all of our home football
games. Come early if you can. Join the
Stampede if you can. Paint your face if you
can. Bring a cowbell if you can. Join the
HURD if you can.
So far this year there has been a lot of
excitement for the HURD. For those that do
not know, the HURD is the Utah State fan
club that arrives earlier and yells the entire
game. If you have thought about joining, it is
not too late. You can join all year long but I
recommend doing it sooner than later so you
can take advantage of the benefits sooner.
Benefits? When you join the HURD you
immediately get a t-shirt and official HURD
card. The card has discounts on the back

that are only for HURD members. The card
proves you are a HURD member to give
you access to the HURD events and tracks
what events you attend. When you attend
a sporting event or coach’s show, there will
be someone from the club committee with
a card-swiper that will track that you were
there. At the end of the year we give away
awards in the form of scholarships and prizes
to the HURD members that attend the most
events and rack up the most points. Also,
at every tailgate and HURD activity there
is free or discounted food for HURD members. So bring your cards and come early. Go
Aggies!
To join the HURD you can come to an
activity or pay the $25 fee to join online at
http://www.usu.edu/asusu/hurd/.
Alex Putnam is the ASUSU athletics vice
president
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and GREAT
classified ads!.

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Out on a Limb • Kopervas

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price
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WKHPZZZ$G&DU'ULYHUFRP
(FRQR /RGJH &DFKH 9DOOH\ LV XQGHU QHZ
PDQDJHPHQW DQG ORRNLQJ IRU )URQW
'HVNSRVLWLRQVIXOODQGSDUWWLPH,GHDO
FDQGLGDWHV DUH XSEHDW JRDORULHQWHG
HQHUJHWLF DQG KRQHVW *RRG FRPPX
QLFDWLRQDQGEDVLFPDWKFRPSXWHUVNLOOV
DUH VWURQJO\ SUHIHUUHG $SSO\ LQ SHUVRQ

DW6RXWK0DLQ
$3$570(176)255(17
Apartments
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Statewide Ads
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 XFDQ RI
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Today’s Issue

Monday

Oct. 4
- Chain lube and bike adjustment, TSC
patio, all day.
- Men’s Golf: Wolfpack Classic at Nevada
- Free drop in tutoring for Math and statistics, all day TSC 305

Today is Monday, Oct.
4, 2010. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman
is published especially
for Sidney Beckstead, a
sophomore majoring in
accounting work from
Clifton, Utah.

The 2010 Senior Gift Bike Rack
dedication will be held on Oct.
5 at 1:30 p.m. north of the
Natural Resources Building.

Matt’s Employee Boot Camp. 6
weeks of “fun” starts Sept. 28 on T
and Th from 12-1 p.m. Meets in the
fieldhouse, cost is $20 per person.
For details: caroline.shugart@usu.
edu.
FREE Flu shots for USU Benefiteligible employees on Oct. 7 from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the TSC
Ballroom. Pre-register at http://
flushots.usu.edu/
On Oct. 27 from 6-7 p.m. in
room 507 of the University Inn,
visiting scholar Dr. Audrey Osler
will be giving a presentation on
human rights. All are welcome.
Don’t miss the films you want to
see most by registering now to purchase Festival Passes and Ticket
Packages. Discover priority Passes
designed for locals. Registration
ends Oct. 13. Visit www.sundance. Strange
org/festival/tickets/locals/.
Weight Watchers at Work
Program. Sign up for the first class
of the 12-week session for $135.
Classes are held every Thursday at
11:45 a.m. in TSC 335. For more
info contact shannon.johnson@usu.
edu.
On Oct. 21 will be the first of
several free cover concerts this
year from IMC. Just call your songs
in by posting on our facebook page
by searching for Independent Music
Club.

Discussion Panel
The USU Middle Eastern Club
is going to have a discussion
panel on “Islam Basics” on Oct.
5 at University Inn room 507 at
7 p.m. Come, participate and
exchange ideas about Middle
East, Islam and politics.
Upcoming Academic Resource
Center Workshop Series every
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in TSC
335 starting Oct. 6. This ongoing workshop series will address
psychological issues that impact
academic success. For questions or additional information,
please contact 797-1128.

Tuesday

Today in History:
In 1957, the Soviet
Union inaugurates
the “Space Age” with
its launch of Sputnik,
the world’s first artificial satellite. The
spacecraft was named
after the Russian word
for “satellite.”

Oct. 5

Prep courses

- “Islam Basics” discussion panel, 7
p.m., University Inn 507.
- SigEp Concert Series featuring
Bekker, 8 p.m., $2 at the door

- 2010 Senior Gift Dedication, 1:30 p.m.,
north of the natural resources building.

LSAT and GRE Prep Course
are available! Tuesday’s and
Thursdays from Sept. 14 to Oct.
21. LSAT is 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
and GRE is 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. For
more info visit conference.usu.
edu/lsat or call 797-0423.

USU Lacrosse

USU Lacrosse team is holding a
blue vs. white Team Scrimmage
on Oct. 8 at 4:30 p.m. Come to
play a fun full game of lacrosse
full pads. Contact the coach if
you are interested or have questions: dandtmercer@yahoo.
com.

Weather
High: 74° Low: 45°
Skies: Isolated tstorms with a 30
percent chance of
rain.

You need to know....

Workshop series

Almanac

Wednesday

Oct. 6

- Academic Resource Center workshop series, 3:30 p.m., TSC 335.
- “The Cripple of Inishmaan” 7:30,
Caine Lyric Theater

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

Gift Dedication

Brew • Peter Deering

Pumpkin day

You-pick pumpkin patch day
at the Student Organic Farm!
Come and pick a pumpkin and
help us raise money for the
farm. Located at 800 E. and
1750 N. on Oct. 9 from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Prices will vary with
size.

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com
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Air Force Flight Test Center (Edwards Air Force Base)
www.edwards.af.mil
Industry: Federal Government

Applied Signal Technology, Inc.
www.appsig.com
Industry: Engineering

ATK Aerospace Systems - CANCELLED

Micron Technology, Inc.*^
www.micron.com
Industry: Semiconductor

Monsanto Company*

www.monsanto.com
Industry: Agriculture/Phosphorus Production

Mozy

www.emc.com
Industry: IT

www.atk.com
Industry: Aerospace and Defense

Myriad Genetic Laboratories, Inc.

backcountry.com

NAVAIR Weapons Division*^

www.backcountry.com
Industry: eCommerce

BHB Consulting Engineers - CANCELLED
www.bhbengineers.com
Industry: Engineering

www.myriad.com
Industry: Biotechnology

www.navair.navy.mil/nawcwd/
Industry: Government

Naval Reactors Facility

www.BettisLab.com
Industry: Government Contractor

Nicholson Construction Company

Bowen Collins & Associates, Inc.
www.bowencollins.com
Industry: Engineering Consultant

www.nicholsonconstruction.com
Industry: Geotechnical Construction



Conservice

Northrop Grumman

www.conservice.com
Industry: Services

,QWHUYLHZLQJRQ7KXUVGD\2FWREHU

www.northropgrumman.com
Industry: Aerospace/Engineering

Electrical Consultants, Inc.

Novell

www.electricalconsultantsinc.com
Industry: Consulting Engineering

www.novell.com
Industry: Computers

Engineering System Solutions
www.es2eng.com
Industry: Structural Engineering
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ParallelHR Solutions, Inc.
www.parallelhr.com
Industry: Recruiting

Fusion-IO

www.fusionio.com
Industry: Tech-Hardware/Software

PcCare Support*

www.pccaresupport.com
Industry: IT Technology

GE Energy*

www.geenergy.com
Industry: Energy

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard*
www.psns.navy.mil
Industry: Federal Government



Goldman Sachs & Company
www.goldmansachs.com
Industry: Banking

Raytheon Systems Company*
www.rayjobs.com/campus
Industry: Aerospace

Hewlett Packard Company*
www.hp.com
Industry: Computer

Rio Tinto

www.graduates.riotinto.com
Industry: Mining

Hill Air Force Base
www.usajobs.opm.gov
Industry: Engineering

Horrocks Engineers

Rockwell Collins

www.horrocks.com
Industry: Engineering

www.rockwellcollins.com/careers/index.html
Industry: Computer and Aerospace

Idaho National Laboratory

RR Donnelley

www.inl.gov
Industry: Nuclear Energy
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www.rrd.com
Industry: Print

IM Flash Technologies (an Intel, Micron venture)
www.imftech.com
Industry: Technology

Sandia National Laboratories*
www.sandia.gov
Industry: Defense/National Security

Intel Corporation

www.intel.com/jobs
Industry: High Tech, Engineering, Computers, Semiconductors

Smith Johnson Group
www.smithjohnson.com
Industry: IT Recruiting Firm

Iridium Communications, Inc.*
www.iridium.com/
Industry: Satellite Communications

JUB Engineers, Inc
www.jub.com
Industry: Engineering

Keller Associates, Inc.
www.kellerassociates.com
Industry: Civil Engineering

Kelly Scientific Resources

www.kellyscientific.com
Industry: Science/Engineering/IT Staffing



KIHOMAC, Inc.
www.kihomac.com/
Industry: Aerospace

L-3 Communications



Space Dynamics Lab

www.usurf.org
Industry: Aerospace and Military

www.usanahealthsciences.com
Industry: Health & Nutrition

Utah Department of Transportation
statejobs.utah.gov
Industry: Transportation Engineering



WestHost

www.westhost.com
Industry: Internet

Williams^

Spillman Technologies, Inc.

Vulcraft, Nucor Corporation

www.williams.com
Industry: Energy

TEKsystems

Weatherford International

Xactware Inc.*

www.spillman.com
Industry: Public Safety Software

www.teksystems.com
Industry: Information Technology

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints*^

www.l-3com.com/csw
Industry: Defense

www.lds.jobs
Industry: Information Communications Systems

Malt-O-Meal

The Dannon Company, Inc.

www.malt-o-meal.com
Industry: Food Manufacturing

www.dannon.com
Industry: Consumer Packaged Goods

MasterControl, Inc.

U.S. Army Logan Recruiting Office

www.mastercontrol.com
Industry: Software Development

USANA Health Resources

www.goarmy.com
Industry: Government

USANA Health Resources

www.nucor.com
Industry: Engineering

www.weatherford.com
Industry: Oil & Gas

WesTech Engineering Inc.
www.westech-inc.com
Industry: Engineering

www.xactware.com
Industry: Software Developement

